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 Just after the Court d’Appel exonerated Captain Alfred Dreyfus of all charges of 
German-Jewish espionage, the twenty-three year-old Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler opened his 
discrete two-room Galerie Kahnweiler at rue Vignon. Strategically close to Bernheim-Jeune 
and the Madeleine, this zone was fast becoming what Kahnweiler called “the commercial art 
centre”.1 Following Louis Vauxcelles’ concept of the modern dealer as a rebel independent of 
the Paris gallery hierarchy known as “la bande des requins”, Kahnweiler put his faith in the 
avant-garde of his generation and they in him, as captured by him being photographed in 
Picasso’s studio (Fig. 1).2 Zealously he attended the Salon des Artistes Indépendants and began 
buying the Fauve paintings of André Derain and Maurice Vlaminck, as well as those of 
Georges Braque and Kees Van Dongen.3 Intrepidly he exhibited Braque’s early Cubist 
paintings rejected by the 1908 Salon d’Automne. So avidly did he collect Cubism that by the 
time Pablo Picasso had painted his Cubist portrait of him during thirty sittings (Fig. 2), 
Kahnweiler had invested much of his 25,000 francs yearly income in acquiring two-thirds of 
Picasso’s studio with more artwork by Braques, Juan Gris and Fernand Léger than any other 
gallery. Quickly acquiring the reputation of “le marchand parisien des cubistes”,4 Kahnweiler 
cultivated such French patrons as Roger Dutilleul,5 alongside German, Russian, Czech and 
Swiss collectors.6 Yet after the Morocco crisis when L’Action Française launched its German-
Jewish conspiracy campaign while other newspapers engaged in sensationalizing German 
infiltration of French culture as “pénétration pacifique”, a rupture and transformation ensued in 
Kahnweiler’s strategies.  
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Once Cubism became politicized as a German-Jewish conspiracy and a form of 
“pénétration pacifique” concocted by German art dealers to sabotage the French art market, no 
longer did Kahnweiler cultivate French collectors. Instead he pursued an exclusive 
international marketing policy strategically placing Cubist artwork by Picasso, Braque, Gris 
and Léger in avant-garde exhibitions stretching from Heinrich Thannhauser's Modern Munich 
Gallery to Michael Brenner's Washington Square Gallery. Yet the very success of Kahnweiler's 
internationalist tactics to cultivate an aura of global celebrity and selectivity around his artists, 
amidst avant-guerre discourses of persecutionist paranoia and espionage phobia, paradoxically 
inscribed his Cubists with Pan-Germanism. Correlatively he became aligned with a spyring of 
German Jewish art-dealers conspiring to disrupt French art market supremacy with dire 
ramifications. By the outbreak of the First World War, his gallery stock had become branded as 
“enemy goods”. By unravelling the constellation of conditions in which this transpired, this 
chapter will endeavour to reveal why Kahnweiler's internationalization ultimately proved so 
perilous to his entire stock and why, after the Armstice, every artwork that he had collected in 
France was sequestered by the French State. 
 
Dealing with Anti-Germanism and Anti-Semitism: The Morocco Crisis, “Jewish-German 
Espionage” and “pénétration pacifique”   
By the Morocco crisis in 1911 when France and Germany were on the brink of war, 
Kahnweiler’s art dealing business had quietly burgeoned. Although Braque’s November 1908 
Cubist exhibition had been the first and last one-man show at the Galerie Kahnweiler, the latest 
paintings of Braque, Picasso, Manolo, Derain, Vlaminck, Gris and Léger were continually 
hanging on his gallery walls covered with sackcloth where they could be viewed by such 
international clients as the Czech, Vincenc Kramář, and the Russian modernist collectors, 
Sergei Schhutkin and Ivan Morozov.7 Successfully aligning his Modernist painters with 
Modernist writers, Kahnweiler had launched his Livres d’artistes, Éditions Kahnweiler with 
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Derain designing the emblem and illustrating Guillaume Apollinaire’s L’Enchanteur 
pourrissant in 1909 and with Picasso illustrating Max Jacob’s Saint Matorel in 1911.8 At 
Roger Fry’s behest, Kahnweiler had made his first tentative foray into the London art market, 
sending three paintings by Derain and five by Vlaminck to the 1910 Manet and the Post-
Impressionist exhibition at the Grafton Galleries.9 That year, he had also sent on consignment 
to the Neue Künstlervereinigung in Munich, four paintings each by Braque, Derain and 
Vlaminck with three drawings by Picasso and had despatched paintings by Derain, Vlaminck 
and Van Dongen to the Wallraf-Richartz Museum in Cologne.10 This marks the inception of 
Kahnweiler’s policy of internationalism, particularly in Germany, which would become far 
more dynamic and strategic after the “German-Jewish Expionnage” and “pénétration 
pacifique” campaigns erupted following the Morocco crisis, Salon d’Automne Cubist scandal 
and the politicization of Cubism.  
In 1909 when Braque had exhibited his Cubist painting at the Salon des Artistes 
Indépendants, the term “Cubists” gained currency.11 By the Morocco crisis, Braque and 
Picasso had completed over one hundred Cubist paintings, including Picasso’s Cubist portrait 
of Kahnweiler (Fig. 1), as well as his Cubist portraits of Wilhelm Uhde and Ambroise Vollard. 
However none of these were shown at either the Salon des Artistes Indépendants or the Salon 
d’Automne, Kahnweiler regarding a policy of exclusivity as far more efficacious in cultivating 
cudos for his artists than one of public exposure, particularly amidst the prickly Anti-German 
and Anti-Semitic cultural politics that erupted with the Morocco crisis.12 Before the Morocco 
crisis, Cubists were inscribed by the national press as “farceurs”, “fumistes” and 
“mystificateurs”, particularly Albert Gleizes, Henri Le Fauconnier, Fernand Léger and Jean 
Metzinger when they had exhibited in Salle 41 at the 1911 Salon des Artistes Indépendants.13 
After the Morocco crisis and the Franco-Prussian Accord, a dramatic discursive shift ensued. 
This was as evident in press discourses as it was in the spate of anticubist cartoons spawned 
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from the moment the controversial “Disaccord” was negotiated between France and Germany 
to settle the Agadir Crisis at the same time as La Gioconda disappeared from the Louvre.14  
When Germany had refused to leave Agadir until French troops had withdrawn, and 
refused to grant France its protectorate over the Moroccan people until Germany had been 
ceded the French Congo, the Franco-German Accord had been negotiated. Spurned by 
L’Action Française as the “Désaccord”, from this moment onwards this virulent Anti-Semitic 
Royalist newspaper ran a series of articles in which scaremongering tactics were relentlessly 
deployed to convey the impression that France was under siege. From 17 September 1911 until 
the outbreak of the First World War, L’Action Française regularly published unsubstantiated 
reports of German-Jewish conspiracies under the ominous headline, “Jewish-German 
Espionage”.15 In these articles, the alien and the French-based German Jew were conflated into 
a single traitor conspiring with Germany to sabotage France not just militarily, but industrially, 
commercially and culturally. From the first article, the French Jew was accused of conspiring 
with Germans to bring about the invasion of French forts in the East while sabotaging France 
financially.16 By the First Balkan War when L’Action Française was well into its second 
series, their readers had been warned of French corporate takeovers by German conglomerates, 
the sabotage of French mines by Krupp and the German infestation of French car 
manufacturers.17 They were also warned that German-Jewish infiltration extended to major 
government positions as supposedly demonstrated by Berthold Frischauer’s purported 
manipulation of the Zola Monument Committee and Salomon Reinach’s promotion to Keeper 
of the National Museums.18 Upon the theft of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa in August 1911, 
their Anti-Germanism and Anti-Semitism reached fever pitch. 
Immediately L’Action Française announced that it was the result of a German-Jewish 
sabotage of the Louvre masterminded by Reinach.19 The Louvre was lambasted by Charles 
Maurras for having become a hotbed of Jews who were responsible for debasing a place which 
epitomized “le point du monde où l’esprit de la tradition leur a manifesté son avantage décisif 
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sur l’esprit des Révolutions.”20 In an article ominously entitled “Le vol de la «Joconde» : Le 
Louvre enjuivé”, Maurras’ colleague, Léon Daudet, connected its disappearance with the 
German-Jewish takeover of the Louvre and the long-standing Jewish cultural conspiracy that 
he maintained had begun upon Separation of Church and State in 1905 with the pillage of 
treasures from churches, convents and bishoprics.21 “Jews who do not traffic in money and 
human flesh”, he gleefully explained to his readers, “generally traffic in artworks.”22 Since 
Reinach’s “compatriot”, as Maurras called Alfred Dreyfus, had supposedly no compunction in 
selling secret documents on French national defence to Germany, so Daudet contended that 
Reinach, as one of the so-called “Juifs de Joconde”, had followed suit “masking and 
camouflaging the stolen painting just as he had masked and camouflaged so many artworks for 
American collections.”23 This “ritual murder of French masterpieces”, as Daudet called it, was 
not just prompted by the profit motive but, he asserted, was part of a Jewish plot to takeover 
the entire culture of France.24  
Already those called “Jews and méteques” by Maurice Pujo in L’Action Française had, 
he asserted, taken over the Paris Salons, particularly the Salon d’Automne which he claimed 
they had invaded in “fantastic proportions”.25 Already they had also taken over art-dealing, 
according to L’Action Française art critic, Louis Dimier.26 “The reign of the barbaric 
merchant”, as Dimier called it, that had supposedly displaced civilized connoisseurs was 
caused, he maintained, by Jewish gallery owners, although he refrained from casting specific 
aspersions, secure in the knowledge that his readers would have been sufficiently aware that 
these Jewish gallery owners included Nathan Wildenstein, Joseph (Josse) and Gaston 
Bernheim-Jeune, Berthe Weill, Adolphe Basler and Kahnweiler.27 Once the xenophobic 
dimension of these conspiracy theories was pursued with a vengeance by the national press, it 
was not a French-born Catholic, legimitated by the principle of jus sanguinis, who stood as the 
accused for the theft of the Mona Lisa and two Iberian statues subsequently found missing 
from the Louve. Instead it was a “métèque” supposedly born in Poland of a Jewish family with 
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German affiliations and who was the writer most closely identified with Cubism: This was 
none other than Wilhelm de Kostrowitzky who had become known as Guillaume Apollinaire.28 
Hence despite Kahnweiler’s tactics of keeping his Cubists out of the public domain, 
unbesmirched by abject associations, Cubism became identified with Germanism, Semitism 
and invasion by infiltration. By no means limited to L’Action Française, this “invasion” was 
sensationalized by the national press as “pénétration pacifique”. 
Even before L’Action Française had headlined the admission of German Jewish thieves 
to the Paris stock exchange, Paris-Midi had already done so.29 Such other newspapers as the 
centrist, Le Matin, and the Radical, Le Radical, published reports of German products 
saturating the French market at the same time as German businessmen took over French 
businesses. They were joined by the popular Anarcho-Communist magazine, L’Assiette au 
Beurre to which many avant-garde artists contributed cartoons, including František Kupka.30 
Like the articles in L’Action Française, its cartoons seemed to seek to expose, albeit with 
ironic exaggeration and parodic distortion, the possibility of German “invasions” facilitated by 
strategies of dissimulation contrived by Jewish people. In a cover by Ricardo Floret where 
English toothpaste, American shoes and Egyptian cigarettes were depicted alongside cases 
marked champagne de Paris, beneath the title, “La Contrefaçon Allemande (MADE IN 
GERMANY)”, Germany was portrayed as counterfeiting other nations’ commodities, which it 
then exported as forgeries (Fig. 3).31 Only when country of origin needed to be divulged did 
the Germans reluctantly do so, as signified by another cartoon in this issue showing a Jew 
wielding a paint-brush over packaging to create the words, “MADE IN GERMANY” (Fig. 
4).32 So alarming had this invasion become that, according to the moderate, centrist newspaper, 
Le Matin, “the protest against the insidious infiltration of anonymous German products, or 
those which masquerade under a French pseudonym, is mounting every day.”33 Yet when the 
abduction of national art treasures sensationalized by L’Action Française was followed by the 
French Police Commissionaire’s confirmation that the Mona Lisa and two Iberian statues had 
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been stolen from the Louvre, French art was perceived as vulnerable to “pénétration 
pacifique”, as well as to corruption by such an alien art as Cubism promoted by Kahnweiler. 
This polemic came to a head when the Cubist room, Salle XI, at the 1912 Salon d’Automne 
opened with artworks by the Russian, Alexander Archipenko, the Czech, Kupka, the Austrian, 
Moriz Melzer, the Portuguese, Amadeo de Souza-Cardoza, the Pole, Louis Marcoussis and the 
Italian, Amedeo Modigliani, as illustrated by Fig. 5. 
 
Dealing with Scandal: Salon d’Automne Salle XI and the Politicization of Cubism 
Even before the 1912 Salon d'Automne vernissage, Gil Blas had forewarned its readers 
that they would need to remind themselves that the Grand Palais had been sanctioned for 
French art.34 Yet when it opened on 1 October 1912 in the midst of the First Balkan War, the 
outrage exceeded all expectations. Immediately Salle XI at the centre of this Salon was 
attacked, which only intensified when the Maison Cubiste opened there a fortnight later.35 Far 
from being welcomed as “Le Triomphe de Cubisme”, as parodied in a series of cartoons by 
Louis Marcoussis in which even the Salon Carré at the Louvre appeared cubified,36 Léger's La 
Femme en bleu, Metzinger's La Danseuse au café, and Le Fauconnier's Montagnards attaqués 
par un ours, which can be glimpsed in Fig. 5, were denounced as “intellectual deformations”,37 
their Cubist bodies being likened to decomposing syphilitics.38 No stranger to invective, 
Apollinaire expressed surprise at this sudden crescendo of horror, venom and “gnashing of 
teeth” with accusations of degeneracy, disease, madness and abjection over avant-garde art.39 
Like others, he suspected it had erupted because Cubism had hit a raw nerve pertaining to the 
national psychopathology over degeneracy.   
So rampant did degeneracy appear in the French Radical Republic by the 1912 Salon 
d’Automne, particularly “the venereal peril”, that it was identified as the source of France’s 
depopulation and the reason for its relative industrial and technological decline by comparison 
to Germany. From Neo-Darwinian and Neo Lamarckian perspectives, France’s degeneracy 
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was also viewed as an omen of devolution and ultimately, racial extinction. Although there 
were critics who recognized the connections between Cubism and the research being 
conducted on Non-Euclidian geometries, particularly by Henri Poincaré, most read their 
multiple perspectives of corporeal form experienced sensorially over time as signifying 
deformed and decomposing bodies.40 As a corollary, they deduced that Cubism was trying to 
expose the decomposition of the French body, particularly from “the venereal peril” of 
syphilis, and the degeneration of the French race. Since it represented the antithesis of the 
Radical Republican Neo-Lamarckian mission to regenerate the body through modern sport and 
physical culture, it was perceived as un-French, if not anti-French and unpatriotic.41 Yet not 
only did the Cubist body appear as the evolutionary opposite of the healthy, wholesome 
“regenerated body”, but also as a form of madness able to induce madness, as epitomized by 
Le Figaro's cartoon showing the guardian of Salle XI so “enragé” that he needed to be 
escorted out by guards.42  
While Jean Claude in Le Petit Parisien branded the Cubists as degenerate, Vauxcelles 
likened their art to the ravings of idiots for which he was physically attacked by two of the 
Salle XI Cubists.43 In engendering what Le Matin senior art critic, Georges Lecomte, called 
“repugnant deformations”, Picasso and the Salon d'Automne Cubists were accused of betraying 
French art. Although conspicuously absent from this Salon, long had Picasso been 
mythologized as the leader of Cubism, as confirmed by Gris’ Cubist portrait of him displayed 
six months earlier at the 1912 Salon des Artistes Indépendants.44 As Picasso’s Cubism, just like 
the Cubism displayed in Salle XI, was seen as un-French and equivalent to “Made in Germany” 
products and personnel peacefully infiltrating France, Cubism became inscribed as an alien and 
abject art that had been promoted by a German-Jewish art dealer to corrupt French taste and to 
corrode the supremacy of French art from the inside. Once incribed as degenerate and 
conpiratorially identified with “pénétration pacifique”, this is why it became so quickly the 
subject of political intervention.  
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 “Never had nature and the human form been subjected to such outrage”, declared the 
powerful Paris Councillor, Pierre Lampué, in his open letter to the Arts Minister. “In this  
Salon where it spreads, ugliness accumulates.”45 The artists who had produced it were no better 
than, he declared, “a band of hooligans who behave in the world of arts like apaches”.46 In 
correlating the Salon d’Automne Cubists to “apaches”, Lampué was identifying them with the 
violent criminal underworld subculture known as “the sore of Paris”, which had become 
notorious for their assaults and muggings with folding knives and pistols in most 
arrondissements, particularly Belleville.47 Since the State's most prestigious monument for 
contemporary art in Lampué's constituency had been defiled by the most vulgar human 
deformations that he considered had ever been perpetrated in the history of French art, this is 
why Lampué likened the Cubist perpetrators to dangerous gangsters, as he did those who had 
let this happen.  
Seizing Lampué's letter, Le Matin was the first Parisian daily to publish it in full on its 
front page under the provocative headline, “The Salon d'Automne is a Scandal”.48 It also 
published Lampué’s brutal indictment of the Salon d’Automne President, Frantz Jourdain, for 
permitting this exhibition, with a photograph of his head wedged between photographs of two 
Cubist paintings, Femme en bleu and Paysage, exhibited by Léger, who by this time had 
become one of the Cubists represented by Kahnweiler.49 This appeared below the sensationalist 
headlines: “Don't bother searching, this is art; the State lends … the Grand Palais to it and the 
Arts Minister inaugurates it”.50 As a corollary of the stigmatization of Cubism as an alien, 
criminal art, Jourdain was vilified as a felonious alien simply for having been born in Brussels. 
Amidst paranoia seething over “Made in Germany” commodities “peacefully penetrating” 
France, as captured by Figs. 3 and 4, as well as the Alsation, Henri Zislin’s cartoon of a 
German businessman taking over Jacques Bonhomme’s business, Cubism became indicted as a 
German-Jewish conspiracy concocted by its German-Jewish dealer.51   
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Fuelled by the sensationalist German-Jewish espionage reports published almost daily 
by L’Action Française, the very discretion with which Kahnweiler conducted his affairs 
became vulnerable to misconstrual as “pénétration pacifique”. Not hesitating to sensationalize 
the seeming collusion between Cubism and its German-Jewish dealer, a pamphlet on “the 
deplorable Cubists” had been circulated at the 1912 Salon des Artistes Indépendants.52 Headed 
The Kubistes and Konistes, it declared that they “have understood nothing about my [use of] 
‘K’”.53 This replacement of the letter “C” with an alliteration of the Germanic “K”, subtly 
identified the Cubists as German or, at least, as conspiring with a German whose surname 
began with ‘K’, which only seemed to be corroborated by the glowing articles in the German 
arts magazine, Pan, entitled “Kubisme”.54 The invasion of this alien art had supposedly left the 
Salon d'Automne open to more alien artists from Germany, according to the prestigious art 
critic for Le Temps, François Thiébault-Sisson, who had eclipsed French Art with their 
nightmarish fabrications.55 Their takeover of the Salon d'Automne exhibition and Jury, as well 
as French contemporary art, was described by Thiébault-Sisson in the same terms as 
“pénétration pacifique” having wrought, he concluded, “La crise de la peinture française”.56 
That these alien Cubists, spelt with the German “K”, had supposedly conspired with their 
German-Jewish dealer to invade the Salon d'Automne and degrade French art was 
sensationalized by the Anti-Semitic press. It was also hinted at when Cubism and through its 
association with it, the Salon d’Automne, became the subject of debates in the Chambre of 
Deputies. As the Député, Vincent Auriol, declared to the Chambre of Deputies, French art was 
being seriously menaced by the persistent efforts of neighbouring nations, particularly 
Germany.57   
How the greatness of France's artistic patrimony had been damaged by degeneracy and 
madness being exhibited in its Grand Palais, as epitomized by Cubism, was passionately 
expounded in the Chambre of Deputies Cubism debates by the Socialist Deputé, Jean-Louis 
Breton.58  His inflammatory supposition that Cubism had been perpetrated by alien artists, and 
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exhibited in France’s great palace in order to disgrace French art, immediately galvanized 
support across parliament.59 Only the Socialist Député for Montmartre who wholeheartedly 
supported avant-garde art, Marcel Sembat, questioned why Cubism had been indicted as an 
alien art when the Salon Cubists were predominantly French.60 He also rhetorically questioned 
why the entire 1912 Salon d'Automne exhibition of 1,770 artworks had been denounced due to 
32 Cubists, and why the Cubist exhibition in two rooms out of thirty at the Salon d’Automne 
had been likened to an invasion.61 In his answer, Sembat pointed out how, during this avant-
guerre when France and Germany were at war by subterfuge and when outcries over German 
espionage, commercial takeovers and cultural infiltration erupted daily, this was why so many 
were so easily alarmed by “revolutionaries”.62   
Two years earlier when the Munich Decorative Arts exhibition had opened at the 1910 
Salon d’Automne, a similar furore had erupted. French critics had expressed alarm at the threat 
to the charm, harmony, lightness, elegance and grace of French art posed by the severe 
geometries and awkward heaviness of German designs.63 The very geometricity of Cubism, its 
decomposition of harmonious form and its seeming absence of grace not only made it seem un-
French but also aligned it with Germanism, an inscription that became widespread during the 
First World War when Cubism became identified with the destructiveness of Germans and 
their purportedly compulsive death-drive to destroy all French art and culture.64 Amidst this 
siege avant-guerre psychosis, French cultural supremacy was perceived as threatened by this 
invasive art alien to the French culture led by such alien artists as Picasso, not just by 
journalists and art critics, but by politicians. Since Picasso, Braque, Gris and Léger were 
perceived within this delusive trope as being controlled by the German-Jewish art dealer of 
Cubism, this left Kahnweiler in a precarious position. If he wished to continue dealing from the 
modern art centre of Paris, as I have called it, Kahnweiler realized that he would need to 
withdraw from the French art market altogether, abjure any contact with the Paris Salons and 
not draw any public attention to his gallery where he hung the latest Cubist artwork by Picasso, 
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Braque, Gris and Léger.65 His strategy of concealment to the point of invisibility in France was 
to be complemented by his counter strategy of maximum exposure and visibility outside of it. 
This entailed developing an exclusive international marketing policy and the cultivation of an 
extensive network of international collectors. As Kahnweiler surmized more than forty years 
later to Francis Crémieux, “my business has always been much more an export business than a 
business within France.”66 He then elaborated what this meant: “You must realize that the 
foundation of my activity has always been relations with other countries, the organization of 
exhibitions in other countries. In fact, in our total volume of business, exports outweigh sales 
in France by a very large margin.”67  
 
Dealing with Enmity:  Exclusive Contracts, La Peau de l'Ours and Internationalization 
 To cultivate this “export business”, Kahnweiler decided to take control of artistic 
production by issuing exclusive contracts to his artists. In exchange for a monthly salary, his 
artists would then give him exclusive rights to their output and agree neither to sell their 
artwork to any other dealer nor exhibit it publicly in France − particularly at the Paris Salons. 
“At that time I really did have written contracts, something I no longer do”, Kahnweiler 
explained to Crémieux. “The painter promised to sell me his whole production. I promised to 
buy it, and the prices were determined by the dimensions, as it has always been done.”68 
At the height of the Paris Council furore over Cubism, on 30 November 1912 Braque 
was issued with a one-year exclusive contract for his paintings and drawings, as well as his 
papiers-collés.69 During Sembat’s “defence of Cubism” in the Chambre of Deputies, a one-year 
exclusive contract was prepared for Derain.70 Just after Sembat’s “defence of Cubism”, a three-
year contract was negotiated with Picasso stipulating that he would receive a monthly salary on 
condition that he could only sell his paintings, sculptures, drawings and engravings to 
Kahnweiler at prices stipulated in the contract – the highest of all those negotiated – with the 
exception of artwork Picasso needed to keep for himself.71 After the Salon d’Automne 
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regulations were changed to prevent foreign artists from holding office,72 an exclusive contract 
was issued on 20 February 1913 to Gris and on 1 August 1913 to Léger.73 These contracts 
meant that Kahnweiler had the power to place these artist’s works in whatever international 
exhibition and with whatever dealer he considered would be beneficial for their international 
validation, without requiring their permission. These contracts also gave him the power to 
elevate their sale prices internationally. With his artists’ work being shown in Amsterdam, 
Budapest, Cologne, Frankfurt, Munich, New York and London, paradoxically, as Pierre 
Assouline observes, “when the artworld was saying over and over again that it is to Paris that 
all must go, Kahnweiler, himself, exhibited everywhere save Paris.”74  
Once these contracts were secured, Kahnweiler devoted his energy to expanding his 
international network in Germany, particularly through his business partner in Düsseldorf, 
Alfred Flechtheim, who had opened a gallery at Alleestrasse 7, and had reputedly spent his 
wife’s dowry on acquiring Cubist artwork from Kahnweiler.75 As internationalist and 
antinationalist as Kahnweiler, Flechtheim readily accepted the artwork of Picasso, Braque, Gris 
and Léger on a sale or return consignment basis with the profit margin to be divided equally 
between them.76 He also accepted Kahnweiler’s condition that no reciprocal arrangement 
would be extended for him to take Flechtheim’s stock.77 Exhibiting Cubism in his gallery in 
Dusseldorf, with the sponsorship of Paul Cassirir, Flechtheim was soon able to sell six Cubist 
paintings by Picasso to collectors and paintings by Picasso, Braque, Gris and Léger to major 
institutions.78 With a network stretching across Germany and Switzerland, Flechtheim was also 
instrumental in placing Picasso and Braque’s work in Berlin, Basel, Cologne and Zurich, as 
well as at the Second Der Blaue Reiter exhibition at the Neue Kunst Hans Goltz Gallery in 
Munich and at Herwarth Walden’s Galerie der Sturm in Berlin.79 He was just as instrumental 
in exhibiting their artwork with the cosmopolitan Sonderbund Artists’ Association with as 
many as sixteen paintings by Picasso being hung at their international exhibition in Cologne 
alongside seven Braques.80    
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Through Kahnweiler’s other business partners, Heinrich Thannhauser and his son, 
Justin, as well as his close connections with Adolphe Basler, Otto Feldmann,81 Vincenc 
Kramá, Hermann and Margit Rupf, Ivan Morozov, Sergei Shchukin, Roger Fry, John Quinn, 
and Alfred Stieglitz, Kahnweiler was able to mediate the exhibition and sale of his Cubist stock 
far and wide.82 After organizing a solo exhibition of Picasso’s drawings at the Stafford Gallery 
in London, Kahnweiler negotiated with Roger Fry to hang four Braques, seven Derains, nine 
Vlamincks and as many as thirteen Picassos in the Second Post Impressionist Exhibition at the 
Grafton Galleries in London, including his Head of a Man.83 Not wasting a moment, in January 
1913 Kahnweiler was able to exhibit two Braques alongside five Derains and three Vlamincks 
at the Rheinischer Kunstsalon in Cologne.84 The following month he was able to show 
Braque’s and Picasso’s paintings as well as Picasso’s etchings for Saint Matorel in Budapest.85 
Finally in March at Moderne Galerie Heinrich Thannhauser in Munich, Kahnweiler was able 
to mount the largest solo exhibition ever of Picassos: Over six weeks 76 paintings and 38 
artworks on paper, including Picasso’s Femme au Violon, which had been shown earlier at the 
Sonderbundes.86 For the Armory Show travelling from New York to Boston and Chicago, 
Kahnweiler sent three Braques and four Picassos, including his Woman with a Mustard Pot, 
which was reproduced for the catalogue, and Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier), which was 
reproduced in the New York Times and which helped to colour the Show as Cubist and unleash 
a spate of satire.87 By October 1913, fifty Picasso paintings were on permanent display in 
Moscow at Shchukin’s Gallery’s huge Picasso Room. By December 1913, they were exhibited 
at Le Valet de carreau exhibition in Moscow; Feldmann’s Neue Gallery in Berlin; Emile 
Richter’s Kunstsalon in Dresden; Galerie Mirthke in Vienna; Gottfried Tanner’s Moderne 
Galerie in Zurich; the Basel Kunsthalle and the Edinburgh Society of Scotch Artists.88 Through 
Kahnweiler’s exclusivist strategy, Werner Spies surmizes that Picasso and Braque “quickly 
became the invisible heroes of Cubism. The journals did not cease to speak of them – but in 
Paris it was only possible to see them in the gallery on rue Vignon.”89 
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To secure this exposure, Kahnweiler’s marketing policy entailed the promotion of 
articles and catalogues for which he readily provided photographs of all the works in his 
inventory on the stipulation that their reproduction be accompanied by an acknowledgement of 
his gallery. That this marketing ploy proved successful is illustrated by the massive mass 
media coverage excavated by the newspaper cutting services that he employed to document his 
strategy: Argus de la Presse and Courrier de la Presse. Not only did they reveal how the 
number of articles increased exponentially since Kahnweiler embarked upon his 
internationalist strategy but how they also became bigger and more international.90 Copious 
references to Kahnweiler’s artists were not just cited in the Volkstimme in Frankfurt, Berliner 
Morgenpost, Gazetta del popola of Turin, Le Journal of Brussels but British and American 
newspapers from the Pall Mall Gazette to The New Freewoman.91  
That Kahnweiler’s internationalism swiftly proved to be a culturally and financially 
viable strategy is demonstrated not only by this escalating press coverage in tandem with the 
extensive exhibitions and sales. It is also demonstrated by the inventory done of Kahnweiler’s 
Picassos at the end of May 1913, which revealed that his thirty-three oil paintings – including 
Trois femmes − were worth 158,550 francs.92 The success of Kahnweiler’s strategy is revealed 
by the substantial increase in financial rewards his artists reaped, as illustrated by Picasso’s 
income in 1913. After paying Picasso 27,250 francs for twenty-three recent paintings in March 
that year, less than nine months later Kahnweiler had given him 24,150 francs, making Picasso 
earnings for this year, according to Michael C. Fitzgerald’s calculations, “his top salary so 
far”.93 The success of Kahnweiler’s internationalist strategy is well demonstrated by the 
contract he negotiated in 1914 with Michael Brenner in New York – known as the Brenner-
Coady contract − for two annual exhibitions of ten Picasso and ten Gris paintings in Brenner’s 
Washington Square Gallery and for Brenner to be given exclusive rights to sell their artwork in 
the United States for no less than 2,500 francs.94 So lucrative did this deal prove to be that only 
a month and a half after signing this contract, Brenner and Kahnweiler decided to extend it 
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until 1 May 1916 for double the minimum sales figure, which was subsequently increased a 
month later to 6,000 francs.95 Yet the success of Kahnweiler’s exclusive internationalist 
strategy was demonstrated even more by the unexpectedly high prices attained by 
Kahnweiler’s artists at La Peau de l'Ours Auction at the Hôtel Drouot.96  
While Kahnweiler encouraged Morozov and Schukin to bid on some of the twelve 
Picasso paintings that were auctioned, particularly Les Bateleurs, otherwise known as La 
Famille des saltimbanques, it was Kahnweiler’s German business partner, Heinrich 
Thannhauser, who acquired it for 12,650 gold francs – nearly thirteen times the amount paid 
for it only five years earlier.97 In “the blinking of an eye”, wrote Simone Ricci, the sale prices 
of almost every Modernist lot at the Hôtel Drouot far surpassed the reserves set by the 
established Parisian art dealers, Eugène Druet and Bernheim-Jeune.98 Far from liquidating 
avant-garde art, particularly Cubism, as the neo-nationalist press had eagerly anticipated, this 
auction proved that their sales prices were rapidly appreciating. With the sale total representing 
quadruple of La Peau de l'Ours group investment directed by André Level, this auction 
demonstrated the investment viability of collecting avant-garde art, as well as its profitability 
for avant-garde artists given that 20% of the sales were set aside for droit de suite.99 “The proof 
was all too clear”, Assouline surmizes. “Modern art sells.”100 However the conspicuous 
presence and activity at the auction of the German art dealers, Flechtheim, Pietro Gaspari, 
Guthier from Dresden and Thannhauser struck an ominous note amongst many participants. 
When Thannhauser proved to be what Seymour de Ricci called the “the hero of the day”, 
buying the most highly priced Picasso, “the star-turn of the sale”, as de Ricci called it, “for 
well over its timidly set estimate of 8,000 francs”, in order to “import it to Germany for 11,500 
francs”, the financial success of this auction was vulnerable to conflation with German 
infiltration of French culture.101 As the German art dealers at the auction were linked with 
Kahnweiler, and as the highest price was paid by his business partner, Thannhauser, the record 
prices attained at La Peau de l'Ours were construed by the neo-nationalist press as 
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masterminded by a German-Jewish auction ring formed to bid-up the sale prices of Cubism 
and modern painting as part of a conspiracy to corrupt French art. Of all the aspersions cast by 
the neo-nationalist press, the most vicious came from Paris-Midi. 
In Paris-Midi's publication of the report by the British Consult-General to Dusseldorf, 
Germany was presented as being the most productive and prosperous nation in Europe.102 With 
exports having doubled between 1912 and 1913, coal production having quadrupled and iron 
production having increased six times since 1880, German industry and exports well 
outstripped French although, as Paris-Midi hastened to add, Germany still had to import most 
of its grain, beef and wine.103 Unsettled by its rapid growth in power, Germany had been 
represented by Paris-Midi throughout 1913 as not just being militarily threatening and 
penetrating French retail markets, but industrially and commercially rivalrous of France. While 
readily reporting German rigging of the French stock exchange and sabotaging of industry, this 
newspaper was not reticent to portray Germany as envious of France's cultural supremacy, 
especially once the quadrennial International Art Exhibition opened at the Munich Glass 
Palace (Internationale Kunstavsstellvng, Glaspalaste) just before the 1913 Salon d'Automne.104 
Following an article entitled Chez les indésirables, the term “indésirables” had also been used 
by Paris-Midi to represent the Cubists as invaders.105 In its reference to the 1913 enquêtes 
conducted by Francis Carco in L'Homme Libre, the Cubists were derided by Paris-Midi as 
“indésirables” for supposedly being closely allied with German culture.106 Through Apollinaire 
at L’Intransigeant and André Salmon at Paris-Journal and Gil Blas, there were also regular 
reports of French Modernism, particularly Cubism, being acquired by German collections.107 
Even Salmon's proclamations that French modern painting occupied “la place maîtresse” at 
Alfred Flechtheim's Dusseldorf Gallery (Galerie Alfred Flechtheim) in January 1914, 
particularly with Picasso's “austères compositions cubistes”, paradoxically left Cubism 
vulnerable to misconstrual and contempt.108 Following the high prices paid for these so-called 
“indésirables” by German collectors at La Peau de l'Ours auction, Paris-Midi then seized 
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upon this as new controvertible evidence of German intervention and, more specifically, of a 
German conspiracy deliberately hatched to inflate the market values of Cubist painting. This 
was expounded in an article that was all too consistent with “pénétration pacifique”, tellingly 
entitled “Before the Invasion”.109  
Already its author, Maurice Delcourt, had penned diatribes on Cubism. In this article, 
he asserted that Germans had deliberately pushed up the prices at this auction, particularly of 
the so-called “pasticheur”, Picasso, and what he called, “le bluff Cubiste”, in order to disrupt 
French art.110 As pastiches of Picasso's pastiches would then spread like a contagion to corrode 
French art, Delcourt speculated how the qualities of measure and order would gradually 
disappear from French national art to the great joy of Thannhauser and his compatriots.111 “In 
the coming days”, he dramatically concluded, they “will no longer buy Picassos but ransack 
freely the Louvre museum, which will not be defended by either the blind snobs or the 
intellectual anarchists who comprise their unconscious accomplices. The money that they spent 
yesterday will have been well placed.”112 By no means was Kahnweiler immune from other 
attacks. Even the Jewish art critic, Louis Mayer, known as Louis Vauxcelles, renown for his 
defence of avant-garde art, slyly pointed out that Kahnweiler was hardly the compatriot of père 
Tanguy, that Braque no longer swears by Kahnweiler and concluded “that there were a few too 
many Germans and Spaniards ... in the Fauve and Cubist business.” 113  
Hence paradoxically the very success of Kahnweiler’s global market strategy during 
avant-guerre discourses of persecutionist paranoia and espionage phobia led to his Cubists 
becoming inscribed with Pan-Germanism while Kahnweiler became identified with a spyring 
of German Jewish art-dealers conspiring to disrupt French supremacy in the art market. This 
was not just continually reinforced by the neo-nationalist press, but inadvertently by those 
critical supporters of Kahnweiler's artists, particularly Apollinaire, Roger Allard, Salmon and 
Maurice Raynal and their trumpeting of the German demand for Cubism.114 Their exuberant 
reports of the success of Cubist exhibitions in Germany only cemented suspicion of Cubism’s 
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linkage with Germany, not France. Yet in light of this complexifying web of discourses in 
which Franco-German relationships were decoded as spy rings, the association of Kahnweiler, 
Uhde, Flechtheim, Basler and Heinrich Thannhauser – who had opened his vast Moderne 
Galerie in Munich in 1909 – with Germanism, Judaism and the international market for French 
art was ripe for conspiratorial conflations.  
This was brutally encapsulated by Tony Tollet's paper, On the Influence of the Jewish-
German Corporation of painting dealers in Paris on French Art.115 Presented to the Lyon 
Académie des sciences et belles lettres et arts, Tollet accused German Jewish art-dealers of 
doubling as German spies in order to launch assaults on French culture and contaminate French 
taste.116 The evidence he cited for this cultural conspiracy conducted by a “cartel” of German-
Jewish art dealers was the prevalence of avant-garde art, particularly Cubism, as illuminated by 
the following speech.  
   
I want to speak to you of the crushing and pestilent influence that the cartel of painting dealers 
has had on French art for the last twenty years. I want to show you by what manœuvres they 
come to falsify French taste; what influence they exerted to force the specimens with which they 
had first furnished their offices on our great public collections, and how they had imposed works 
stamped with German culture – Pointillist, Cubist, and Futurist, etc. – on the taste of our snobs ... 
.117  
 
Vitriolic as it was, Tollet’s paper was by no means an isolated case but one of many examples 
demonstrating the intensification of persecutionist paranoia in which Cubism became conflated 
with Germanism.  
Just before France declared War against Germany, the nation was portrayed as having 
become so invaded by German commerce and culture that it was posited as an outpost of 
Germany, with Cubism spelt with a K like its Maggi namesake − Kub-brand bouillon cubes – 
construed as a strategic Germanic instrument in its cultural imperialism, which was parodied 
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by Picasso in his 1914 Cubist painting in which the word “Kub” was central.118 Five days after 
War had been declared, the French Government ordered all advertisements for Maggi to be 
destroyed. This was even followed by a proposal from the Académie Française to eliminate the 
letter ‘K’ from the French alphabet.119 “Everything”, Tollet complained, “music, literature, 
painting, sculpture architecture, decorative arts, fashion everything − suffered the noxious 
effects of the asphyxiating gases of our enemies.”120 That the German bombardment of French 
troops during the war was directly analogous to its pre-war assault on French culture was 
illuminated by Adolphe Willette's cartoon (Fig. 6) entitled “It’s not new!” While the French 
soldier is depicted as asphyxiated with poisonous gas, the French people were revealed as 
faring no better. Plagued with products marked Made in Germany, this includes beer, as 
signalled by Willette's waitress standing on a Munich labelled keg, as well as books, as 
signified by such authors as Friedrich Nietzsche and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe plus its 
excremental art − as epitomised by the juxtaposition of a Cubist painting with a toilet.121 After 
the Battle of Somme in a cartoon entitled L’offensive Cubiste, Willette’s colleague, the satirist 
Lucien Métivet, caricatured the war as a battle between a geometrical monster and “Artistes de 
France”, represented by Jean-Antoine Watteau, Eugène Delacroix and Honoré Daumier.122 So 
prevalent did the coupling of Cubism become with German painting, as signified by the term, 
Cubisme est peinture boche, that in 1916 these assertions by the revanchist-nationalist art 
writer, Camille Mauclair, and Salon des Artistes Français painter, Émile Bayard, were 
pastiched in a double-page spread in a new art journal supportive of Cubism and flanked with 
the art and statements by Cubists who were fighting against Germany in the war.123 
Due to his internationalism and particularly his dependence upon his German network, 
Kahnweiler was denounced as anti-France and therefore its enemy. This was why as soon as 
War with Germany was declared, Kahnweiler was classified as an “enemy alien” and 
forbidden to return to France. So much of an enemy had Kahnweiler become that within the 
first few months of war, Gris had requested that he not send letters to him in Paris but to Gris’ 
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sister in Madrid, in order to avoid arousing his concièrge’s suspicions.124 “They say appalling 
things in the canteens of Montmartre and Montparnasse” Gris explained in a subsequent letter, 
“and make terrible accusations against myself and against anyone who had dealings with 
you.”125 Throughout the War, Kahnweiler’s enemy status and alignment with the destruction of 
French culture through Cubism, would have only been exacerbated by the exhibitions 
continually mounted in France to reveal the mutilation of France’s artistic heritage by German 
barbary, epitomized by the year-long Exposition d’œuvres d’art mutilées ou provenant des 
régions dévastées par l’ennemi, organized by the Sous-Secrétaire d’État des Beaux-Arts and 
the Ville de Paris that opened at the Petit Palais on 25 November 1916.126 Images of this 
devastation circulated rapidly through the national newspapers, postcards and in art magazines, 
as illustrated by the poignant photograph on the front page of Les Arts of the bombed chapel of 
Rheims in which its statue of the crucifixion was the only object left almost miraculously intact 
with the arms of Jesus appearing upraised as if railing against this catastrophe.127 The rancour 
stirred by this exposure became further inflamed by the neo-nationalist press conflation of 
Germany’s decimation of France’s cultural heritage nationwide with the Cubist supposed 
contamination of French art initiated by Kahnweiler. 
Even though Kahnweiler continued to pay rent on his rue Vignon Gallery, on 12 
December 1914 his entire stock was sequestrated by the French State as enemy property.  
Even though Braque and Léger fought for France, throughout the war and afterwards, Cubism 
continued to be identified as “la peinture boche”: Krout painting.128 Even though Picasso’s 
collaboration with Jean Cocteau, Eric Satie, Serge Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes on Parade 
was organized for the benefit of the mutilés de guerre of the Eastern Ardenne region, 
performances were reportedly booed with outcries of “trahison”, “métèques”, “art munichois” 
and “Boches”!129 The outrage galvanised by exposure of Germany’s decimation of France’s 
cultural heritage nationwide was further inflamed by Métivet’s weekly caricatures, particularly 
his 16-page cartoon entitled “Marianne et Germania” to reveal how the embodiment of French 
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poise and grace had become corrupted by Art Nouveau designs, the Ballet Russes, Wagnerian 
music – banned from the French stage since 1915 – and most of all by Cubism.130 “With 
indulgent smiles she watches as people are tricked by the ridiculous work of the Cubists”, he 
wrote, “cucubists, “art nouveau” furniture made by fraudulent cabinet makers.”131 After linking 
Cubism with German “junk” and “pseudo-imitation false rubbish” that Germany had 
supposedly “emptied” into France, Métivet then concluded with a dramatic exclamation to 
capture how this had culminated in Germany’s bloodthirsty obsession with demolishing 
France’s cultural heritage encapsulated by the Exposition d’œuvres d’art mutilées. “Kultur! 
Burn it down! Plunder it! Burgle it! Shoot it! Cut its throat! Let the fields and orchards be 
ravaged! Kultur! Then the universe will tremble, admire, applaud!132  
Amidst this hostility, the well-connected French art dealer, Léonce Rosenberg, who had 
begun collecting Cubism before the War, was purportedly encouraged by Picasso to “save 
Cubism”.133 Far from reticent to respond, as soon as Rosenberg began work as a volunteer for 
military service, he wrote to Kahnweiler’s Cubists, acquiring Picasso’s Harlequin as early as 
January 1915 and buying paintings directly from Gris three months later. Identifying himself as 
the saviour of Cubism and its new champion, by the end of 1916 he had contracted Braque and 
Gris, as well as Henri Laurens, Diego Rivera, Metzinger and Jacques Lipchitz, paying them all 
enough in monthly stipends to keep them working.134 By 20 December 1916, when the 
modernist art market had began to revive, Gris eagerly wrote to Rosenberg of “the artist’s 
stock exchange” at the Rotonde in Paris.135 This burgeoning market was nourished by the new 
modernist journals, SIC, Nord-Sud and especially, L’Élan, named after Henri Bergson’s 
philosophy of “L’élan vitale” and launched in April 1915 by Amédée Ozenfant to foster 
French avant-garde art, including Cubism. With optimism buoying the modernist art market 
and critical support growing for Rosenberg’s Cubists amongst the avant-garde, by the end of 
1918 Rosenberg felt sufficiently confident to open his Galerie de L’Effort Moderne with a 
succession of exhibitions by Laurens, Metzinger, Léger, Braque, Gris, Gino Severini, Picasso, 
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María Blanchard and Lipchitz. Yet despite the increasing visibility of Cubism, Vauxcelles 
remained undeterred in his anti-Cubist campaign in Le Carnet de la Semaine. By June 1918 in 
the article launching this campaign from 28 July-1 September 1918 under his pseudonym 
“Pinturrichio”, Vauxcelles maliciously announced the extinction of Cubism: “Integral Cubism 
is becoming exhausted, vanishing; evaporating”.136  
This so-called ‘evaporation’ of “Integral Cubism” was paradoxically exacerbated by the 
Cubists themselves. Disturbed by the continual besmirching of Cubism with France’s enemy 
and the alignment of them with traitors, many seemingly capitulated in their avant-garde 
practices and succumbed to the neo-nationalist imperative for French artists to return to French 
Classicism and recreate, if not regenerate, their patrimony. The beginning of this aesthetic 
rupture was observable in April 1916, according to the critic, Roger Bissière, who had written 
an article for L’Opinion tellingly entitled “The Wake-up of Cubists”, concluding that the 
“usefulness [of Cubism] has ceased to make itself felt, and whose disappearance seems almost 
a fait accompli.”137 In his French Classicism inspired by Ingres, this aesthetic shift seem to be 
epitomized by Picasso’s pristine line drawings, particularly his portraits. Although this was 
pursued by Picasso alongside what Christopher Green has aptly called Picasso’s ‘Crystal 
Cubism’, a rationalization or crystallization of his pre-war Cubism, in January 1919 the 
Czechoslovakian Cubist painter, Otakar Kubin, noticed on settling back in Paris: “Cubism is 
something so outdated that one talks about it as one does of old news. Picasso now paints like 
Corot … just recently he was painting like Ingres.”138 This aesthetic shift was also observable 
in the Ingresesque line drawings of Gris, particularly in his portrait of Kahnweiler (Fig. 7). In 
stark contrast to Fig. 2, in Gris’ portrait of Kahnweiler executed in September 1921, every 
trace of the multiple perspectives and dissolution of form and space evident in Picasso’s Cubist 




I have been thinking about what is meant by “quality” in an artist … Well, now 
I believe that the “quality of an artist derives from the quantity of the past that 
he carries in him – from his artistic atavism. The more of this heritage he has, the  
more “quality” he has.139     
 
Nevertheless the Ingresque Classicism of Gris and Picasso did not deter Camille Mauclair. 
Even after the Treaty of Versailles when Kahnweiler had been permitted to return to Paris, 
Mauclair could not resist reinscribing Cubism as “Krout” in his article “Cubisme et Bochie”.140 
Confounded with betrayal and treason through Cubism and his international art dealing, when 
legislation was passed to liquidate all enemy property after the Treaty of Versailles, 
Kahnweiler’s claim on his stock was dismissed as unlawful.  
Only in February 1920 was Kahnweiler able to return to Paris. By May, he was able to 
lure both Braque and Gris back to his fold with lucrative contracts, as well as Laurens. Six 
months later he opened another gallery at 29 bis de la rue d’Astorg, prudently not in his own 
name but that of his French friend, André Simon.141 Optimistic about accessing his stock 
sequestered by the French State and showing it in his Galerie Simon, his hopes were soon 
dashed. No sooner had Germany defaulted on its compensations to France agreed under the 
Clauses of Reparation determined by the Treaty of Versailles – dubbed the “War Guilt Clause” 
– than the French State decided to sell all the stock sequestred from Germans who had resided 
in France.142 Yet given the swiftness with which the first auction of Kahnweiler’s stock was 
organized and held on 13-14 June 1921, after the League of Nations had agreed upon the final 
reparation figure of £6.6 billion only in April 1921, it would seem as if the French State were 
merely awaiting a pretext for doing so. Due to the identification of Kahnweiler’s and Uhde’s 
collections with Cubism and its connection with German and Jewish cultural conspiracies as 
well as an international, rather than national, network of German-Jewish art dealers, according 
to Christian Derouet, this is one of the major reasons why all of their collections were 
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designated to be sold at auction.143 It was, Derouet concludes, an act of revanchist nationalism 
against the avant-garde and their dealers, specifically the German dealer of Cubism.144 That it 
felt like bitter betrayal to Kahnweiler is revealed by his memoirs. “There was ... the absolute 
hostility of my colleagues”, he recalls, “the people in and around rue La Boétie who really 
hoped to ruin me.” Through ruining him, Kahnweiler concluded, “they simply hoped to ruin 
Cubism.”145 
Every artwork that Kahnweiler had bought and stored, as well as all of the livres 
d’artiste he had commissioned, were sold in four auctions from 1921 until 1923, followed by 
an auction of his private property that included his suits, hats and even his underwear.146 As if 
to add insult to injury, Kahnweiler’s major rival, Léonce Rosenberg, who had opportunistically 
seized Kahnweiler’s position as the art dealer of Cubism during the First World War, was 
appointed as expert on three of the Auctions. Providing valuations for the auctioneers at the 
Hôtel Drouot and preparing the catalogues, nevertheless, as Derouet observes, invariably it was 
those Cubists whose artwork Rosenberg dealt with that were illustrated in the catalogue.147 By 
no means were others unaware that Rosenberg was manipulating the auction for the benefit of 
his gallery and the ruin of Kahnweiler despite Rosenberg’s protests that it would be the 
“triumph of Cubism”. This was vividly illustrated by Braque’s verbal and physical assault 
upon the dealer followed by Matisse’s exclamation in support after Braque had punched 
Rosenberg in the face: “Braque is right, this man has stolen France and it is well known that he 
is doing this to steal France!”.148  No doubt Braque’s ire was inflamed by the prices of his 
artwork at these Auctions dropping before his very eyes by more than two-thirds. Not only was 
his substantially worked Cubist oil painting, Bouteille de Rhum, worth around 4,000 francs, 
blandly retitled as Nature Morte but also sold as Lot 19 – as revealed by the auction sticker on 
the front (recto) of the canvas visible in the lower left hand corner of Fig. 8 – for as little 510 
francs.149 Yet by no means were Braque’s paintings the most devalued, as Malcolm Gee’s 
research has shown, those of Gris and Léger falling by nearly 90%.150 Within this plummeting 
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market, Gris’ portrait of Kahnweiler after his first sequestration sale and the auction of Uhde’s 
collection may then be regarded as a defiant assertion of Kahnweiler’s endurance and integrity 
as an art dealer dedicated to Braque’s, Gris’ and Leger’s artwork, regardless of this 
overwhelming hostility, as signified by the paintings stacked directly behind him in Fig. 7, 
which enframe Kahnweiler’s face and body. Nevertheless Kahnweiler was powerless to 
prevent his fall. 
Not permitted to bid at these auctions, Kahnweiler formed a syndicate called Grassat 
with his brother, Gustav, Flechtheim, Hermann Rupf and his step-daughter, Louise Leiris, to 
endeavour to buy back some of his stock. Although Kahnweiler gave them a list of lots to bid 
on, with few banks granting loans during the post-war recession, there was a limit to what they 
could do. Nevertheless in the first sequestration sale, they did manage to acquire 28 of the 130 
paintings sold, including work by Braque, Gris and Léger, as well as all of Manolo’s 
sculptures.151 However, none of the 26 paintings listed by Picasso, let alone his sculptures, 
gouaches, drawings or etchings for Max Jacob’s Saint Matorel, seem to have been salvaged by 
Grassat, not even Picasso’s portrait of Kahnweiler (Fig. 2).152 Despite Kahnweiler’s estimate 
that it was worth at least 5,000 francs, it was significantly undervalued by Rosenberg at 3,000 
francs and was sold in the First Auction for 2,000 francs to a M. Grunwald at 86 rue Notre 
Dame des Champs.153 Even though Grassat were able to acquire 32 lots at the next 
sequestration sale, and further lots at the third and fourth sequestration sales, the auction prices 
were severely depressed, particularly of any artwork identified with Cubism. Only the non-
Cubist artwork by Derain “held up, as one says on the stock exchange”, according to a 
vengeful Vauxcelles in his article provocatively entitled “The Morality of A Sequestration”. “It 
seems to me”, he smugly concluded, “that the reign of the Cubists has come to an end”.154  
In looking back upon Kahnweiler’s art dealing strategies from the perspective of these 
sequestration sales and the public disgrace they engendered, it is possible to conclude that 
while Kahnweiler’s internationalism proved remarkably successful in launching his artists and 
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Cubism globally, when more than eight hundred of the artworks he had so assiduously fostered 
and collected were sold in four auctions by the State, ultimately it proved utterly perilous. 
Within Anti-German, Anti-Semitic neo-nationalist discourses, his internationalism indelibly 
inscribed him as an internationalist, not a French nationalist, who conducted business for the 
benefit of a network of Jewish-German art dealers and collectors, not French Christian ones. 
Within avant-guerre neo-nationalism, his conduct would have been construed as a form of 
betrayal of the nation in which he had made his home. This betrayal would have been regarded 
by such staunch Anti-German and Anti-Semitic revanchists as Léon Daudet and Camille 
Mauclair, as equivalent to treason. Within this constellation of conditions, the auction of 
Kahnweiler’s entire stock and his personal affects may then be considered as an act of revenge 
to bring Kahnweiler’s dealings with Cubism to an abrupt end. At a time of relative economic 
recession, it was a means of flooding the market with the cream of cubism, effectively 
devaluing it and earning the contempt and distrust of the very artists that Kahnweiler had 
supported, particularly Derain and Vlaminck. “When I think, Kahnweiler, that in rue Vignon 
you showed me a piece of paper with a few lines drawn on it in charcoal and a bit of 
newspaper glued to it, and told me it was beautiful”, lamented Vlaminck, “And the sad part, 
Kahnweiler, is that I believed you!”155 As Kahnweiler so astutely recognized, since no market 
in the world could withstand what he called the “avalanche” of Cubist artworks to be 
auctioned, it was not just a means of ruining Cubism, but of liquidating it from which it would 
not recover for more than twenty years.156 Hence ultimately the Kahnweiler auctions may be 
regarded as a malicious tactic of both punishing Kahnweiler for having the temerity of dealing 
with Cubism internationally, of purportedly betraying France and of publicly disgracing him –
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